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ABSTRACT
This paper reports a structure analysis of the åkermanite-gehlenite solid solution. This solution is
non-ideal with a negative excess volume in the entire compositional range. X-ray diffraction shows
anomalous behavior of the cell parameters close to the gehlenite end-member (åk08ge92, åk35ge65).
This behavior is correlated with an excess of Si and deÞciency of Al with respect to the Mg content,
which implies a defective, non-stoichiometric structure with Ca vacancies. Electron microscopy images have conÞrmed an increase in the defectivity on the atomic scale for Al-rich compositions, and
single-crystal structure reÞnements show a correlated decrease of the tetrahedral volume preferentially
occupied by Si. The incommensurate modulation, characteristic of åkermanite, has been observed also
in åk95ge05, and it is still visible as diffuse scattering in åk75ge25. (210) twinning has been observed in
the entire compositional range.
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INTRODUCTION
Melilites are characteristic constituents of both ultramaÞc
plutonic (alnöite) and ultramaÞc extrusive (melilitites) rocks.
In metamorphic rocks, they appear in metamorphosed siliceous
dolomites (Yoder 1973). They also occur in the Ca-Al inclusions (CAI) of carbonaceous chondrites and are considered to
be among the Þrst silicate minerals to have crystallized from the
solar nebula (Wood 1988). As synthetic materials, melilites are
also common components of industrial slag, clinkers, and technological glasses (Taylor 1997). Their chemical composition is
highly variable. They are solid solutions among the gehlenite (ge,
Ca2Al2SiO7), åkermanite (åk, Ca2MgSi2O7), soda-melilite (sm,
NaCaAlSi2O7), and Fe-bearing end-members (Fe3+-gehlenite/
Fe2+-åkermanite) (Deer et al. 1992). Other important cations
known to be hosted in the structure of natural samples are Zn for
Mg in åkermanite, giving the mineral hardystonite (Louisnathan
1969), and Sr replacing Ca in soda-melilite (Bindi et al. 2001).
Minerals with a similar structure include okayamalite Ca2SiB2O7
(Giuli et al. 2000) and gugiaite Ca2BeSi2O7 (Peng et al. 1962;
Kimata and Ohashi 1982) (see Table 1). The melilite structure
is tetragonal, space group P421m, and it was Þrst determined
by Warren (1930). The melilite structure can be described as
layers of corner-sharing oxygen tetrahedra centered by Mg, Al,
and Si connected to form Þve-membered rings. Calcium and Na
cations are located between the layers in eightfold coordination,
centering a distorted square antiprism oxygen polyhedron. The
layers are formed by two non-equivalent tetrahedra, T1 located
at the origin, and T2 located on (110) mirror planes, which are
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preferentially occupied by different cations. Kimata and Ii
(1981) showed that in åkermanite, T1 is mainly occupied by Mg
and T2 by Si, as predicted on the basis of the polyhedral size
(Smith 1953). Smith also proposed two possible schemes for Al
substitution along the åk-ge join giving two possible gehlenite
structures: one with T1 fully occupied by Al and with a mixed
occupancy (Al0.5Si0.5) of T2, and a second one with T1 fully occupied by Si and T2 fully occupied by Al. Louisnathan (1971)
demonstrated that in gehlenite the Þrst model is the correct one,
whereas in soda melilite, T1 is occupied solely by Al and T2 by
Si (Louisnathan 1970). Later Waldbaum and Woodhead (1975)
proposed possible ordered structures in the melilite solid solutions. They proposed a relation between the cation order and the
variation of the unit-cell parameters and discussed the inßuence
of the thermal history on ordering.
Since the discovery by Hemingway et al. (1986) and Seifert
et al. (1987) of the occurrence of a phase transition from an incommensurately modulated to a normal structure in åkermanite,
several papers focused on this subject have appeared. In contrast,
systematic investigations of the structural properties of the åk-ge
solid solution are still scarce. Charlu et al. (1981) focused on
calorimetric studies and reported that the åk-ge solid solution
is close to ideal. They studied samples synthesized from glass
and from solid-state reactions. Using powder X-ray diffraction
(XRD), they observed a negative excess volume over the entire
solid solution. Swainson et al. (1992) performed a detailed neutron powder diffraction study on three melilite samples of intermediate composition (åk25, åk50, åk75) and on the end-members.
All samples were synthesized by annealing glasses at 1523 K,
and the chemical composition was assumed from the chemical
analysis of the starting glasses. The tetrahedral site occupancies
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